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High: 80

Summer students in incentive
counties can receive a special
hourly tuition rate o f $175 per
undergraduate hour and $265 per
graduate credit hour.
In addition, the University will
not require students from incentive
grant counties to live in campus
housing. For more information or to
find if your county qualifies, phone
the registrar's o ffice at 762-3741.
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sional training in the creative and
performing arts.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens
at the time of the ap plication and
hold a bachelor's d egree. by the
beginning of the trip. Creative and
performing artists are not required
to have a bachelor's d egree, but
they must have four years of relevant training or study. Applicants
must also be able to speak the language of the country they wish to
visit.
The grant covers a ll travel
expenses, a research allowance and
tuition.
The application deadline is Oct. 1.
For more information contact Linda
Bartnik at 762-4152.

New depees offered
Murray State is o ffering new
degree programs in Telecommunications Systems Management.
TSM is balancing technical skills
with business management to create a well-rounded area of study.
Students in the programs learn electronics, networking, e--com.merce,
Internet skills, web page . d evelopment, business management and
administrative abilities.
To learn more about the TSM program check out the web page at
http ~/ / www.murraystate.edu/tsm
or phone 1-888--886-5715.

Gail Minger wins national
campus safety recognition

Jeremy R. Edward~The News

Getting a cool drink:

Timmy Thompson, junior from Murray, takes a break during a
baseball game Tuesday at Reagan Field against Arkansas State. The 'Breds lost 7- 1.

WKMS announces new
Questions for candidates
accepted for electiOn forum Saturday programming
Candidates for commonwealth
attorney will participate in a forum
filmed by WQTV on Thursday. The
public is invited to contribute questions for the candidates by contacting Kathy Lyons at 759-4735.

NE·ws

hour program hosted by Molly
Melson and guests.
"World Cafe" will now be held 2
WI<MS 91.3 is· featuring a new
Saturday line-up, which began to 4 p.m . with alternative contemApril 29.
.
porary music for adults.
"Music From the Front Porch"
"Rod <in' Saturday Night," hosted
will be aired from 10 a.m. to 1 p .m.,
followed by Dr. Gonzo's Radio by Jeff Dunman, w ill be 9 p.m. to
Review, a locally-produced one- . midnight Satu rdays. The program

£ditor-III..Cid 762-6877
News: 762-4468
Collecl Ufe: 762-4480
VIewpoint: 762-4468
$ports: 762-4481

How to
reach us

Fax: 762-3175

Applications now accepted
for Fulbright grants
Competition for Fulbright grants
opened May 1, with opportunities
to study or perform research
abroad. The grants provide profes·

Briefs are compiled by assistant news
editor Lisa Wlteat and assistant
college life editor Brandi Williams.

uTHE M URRAY STATE NEWS 0NLINEH FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CON TENT WHICH
GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE N EWSH AND A DAILY
COLUMN IN THE "ONLINEu SECTION.
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features '50s, '60s and '70s rock.

Gail Minger was recognized
nationally for her efforts to promote
campus safety after her son,
Michael, was killed in the September 1998 Hester College fire.
Minger will recejve an engraved
clock fo r winning the national
Jeanne Clery Cam p us Safety
Award, named after a Leigh University student murdered in 1986.
Minger lobbied the Kentucky legislature to pass a state campus safety bill, called the Michael Minger
Act. The legislation is similar to the
federal Camp us Security Act, which
was in honor of Jeanne Oery.

www.thenews.org

~ I

1

College Life: http://www.thenews.org/ life.htm
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Order of Omega:

Josh Hinton

Joe Ponder

Marcus Livers Brandon Powell

Teny Rich
Adam Lowry
Matt Seiler
Kip Roberts
Steve Smith
Michael Thome
johri David Son
Outstanding Senor Man:

SGA President and Greek Man of the Year;
Michael Thome ·

Casey Godfrey

Brad Simmons
Scott Pile

Summer "Ou Leaders;
josh Blaisdell
Michael Thome

Omicron Delta Kappf!:
Brain Hayse
Adam Lowry

GREEK AWARD OF JVCCELLENCE

Gamma Sigma Alpha

Jason Albritten

Ryan Drane

HIGH EST O VERALL G.P.A.

Michael Boone

RCA President

· RCA Yice President

HIGHEST ACTIVE G .P.A.

SGA/CAB:

Brett Koehan
john David Son
Jason Albritten
Ben Grossr Grad. Asst.

To Our Senior Brothers:
l11e brotherbood that we've shared will navti!H'·.
be forgotten. Good Juck on the
you are about to begin. Never . .,rnla'l'
Will be here. every step of the way, to help
IN PHI:

nm Harris
Judicial Board;
David Hatcher- Chairman
Matt Seiler

SCott Utley:
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Officers at RSEC would Students to serve jail
keep it op_e n for students time for malicious e-mail
IF THE
REGIONAL
SPECIAL
EVENTS
· CENTER
COULD PAY
FOR RACER
PATROL
OFFICERS, THE
FACILITY
WOULD BE
AVAILABLE TO
STUDENTS.

BY

C.

RYAN SHELTON

STAFF WRITER

Representatives from Public Safety,
the Regional Special Events Center and
the Student Government Association are
currently working on a plan to make
RSEC more available to students.
Many students who have requested to
use the facility to play basketball and
volleyball and use the walking track
have been turned away because there
are no Racer Patrol officers on site in
case of an emergency.
Each facility on campus that wants
Racer Patrol on hand must pay it out of
the facility's operating budget. RSEC
can' t pay these officers, so the building
does not get use of the service.
The problem was first presented to the
SGA by SGA Senator-at-large jason
Pittman.
"During the evening there are four
RSEC service technicians in the building
and though they are CPR certified, we
do need Racer Patrolmen who are able

•PoliceBeat

to handle any emergency situation;·
Pittman said.
Former SGA President Brandon
Kirkham met with RSEC Director Shelly
Todd and Interim Public Safety Director
Mittie Southerland about ways to correct the problem.
"In the meeting we talked about logistics such as hours of operation,"
Kirkham said.
Cost for paying the officers was the
main ~oncern.
"I raised the question to Dr. Southerland that the b udgeting for such things
as having Racer Patrol a t the library,
Carr Health Building and RSEC should
come o ut of the Public Safety budget,"
Kirkham said.
Kirkham and Southerland are planning to talk to Vice President of Administrative Services Tom Denton about the
budget changes. Todd was unavailable
for comment.
At press time there was still no plan in
place to correct the problem for the
remainder of the semester.

STAFf R EPORT

Justin Adnms, senior from Alexander County, Ill., and Aaron Soto,
sophomore from Lewisport, pleaded
guilty to charges of falsely reporting
an accident at their May 1 court hearing.
The case was heard in Calloway
County District Court.
The students wrote a malicious email to about 40 Richmond College
residents. The e-mail hatefully mentioned several residents and used
profanity to express resentment for
residential college life.
The charge of falsely reporting ari
accident was changed from initial
allegations of terroristic threatening.
Both crimes are class A misdemeanors with a penalty of up to one
year in jail and a $500 fine.
"In the wash it' s the same crime,"
Assistant County Attorney Chip

Adams said.
Justin Adams will graduate from
Murray State this May, and the University will decide wh~ther or not to
allow Soto to finish his education
here.
Both students will serve five days
in jail and could have an additional
20 days if they commit further
offenses within two years.
University administration denied
e-mail access at Murray State to
Adams and Soto. The students are
no longer living on campus.
The e-mail event was categorized
as falsely reporting an accident
because it met the following criteria:
• Initiating or circulating a report
or warning.
• Impending occurrences of a fire
or other emergency likely to cause
public inconvenience or alarm
• Knowing the information to be
false or baseless.

Friday, April 28

Saturday, April 29

Tuesday, May 2

7:57 a.m. There was a non-injury accident on College Farm Road.
8:42 a.m. Murray Fire Department was notified of
an alarm at the Expo Center.
9:28 a.m. A report was filed on a stolen purse,
which was later found.
11:52 a.m. Murray Police Department responded to
a non-injury accident at the comer of 16th and
Olive streets.
3:07 p.m. Murray Fire Department responded to a
fire alarm at Ordway Hall and the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
6:08 p.m. Burnt food set off a fire alarm at White
College. Murray Fire Department was called to the
scene.
7:17 p.m. A marijuana smell was reported at Hart
College. Housing is holding the contraband found
in a residential college room.
11:02 p.m. An individual was asked to leave the
Hart College premises.
11:27 p.m. Officer out with occupied vehicle on
15th Street.

4:39 p.m. Skateboarders were told to leave campus.
5:39 p.m. Murray Police Department made an
arrest on University Drive with a warrant for tres·
passing on University property.
10:40 p.m. A clothing dispute occu rred at Regents
College.

2:48 p.m. Housing responded to a noise complaint
at the 700 block of College Courts.
7:30p.m. A vehicle was rolled out of a Waterfield
Parking space.

11:17 a.m. A non-injury accident occurred on the
comer of 16th and Calloway streets.
2:53 p.m. A student reported harassment.
4:47 p.m. A Public Safety officer responded to a
complaint of students with water guns harassing
Richmond College residents.
10:40 p.m. Public Safety received a complaint of
students throwing water balloons out of Regents
College.
11:44 p.m. A hit and run accident occurred in the
Curris Center parking lot.
11:04 . p.m. Central Plant responded to elevator
trouble in Hart College.

Monday, May 1

Wednesday, May 3

11:35 a.m. Student Health Services requested transportation for a student.
2:42 p.m. Murray Police Department responded to
a non-injury accident on Chestnut Street.
11:52 p.m. One student was asked to leave Hart
College Computer Lab after an argument.
10:08 p.m. Central Plant was notified of elevator
p roblems at Hart College.

1:35 a.m. Public Safety responded to a complaint of
water balloons being thrown off Hart College.
1 p.m. A non-injuries accident occurred near
Winslow Dining Hall.
2:12 p.m. Murray Fire Department and fire marshall responded to a fire a la rm in Springer College.
4:27 p.m. Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
responded to a call of an intuxicated driver near

Sunday,April30

merica.
Good luck Krista Zurkamer on your study
abroad trip to Japan!

Congratulations To Our New
Alumnae!
Maria Locklear
Rachel Brooks
Stacey Buchanan
Larissa Shoemaker
Susan Stanley
Amy Worthen
Candace Carlisle
Liz Blankenship
Kathleen Phelah
Karen Rahlfs
Rianne Aldrich
Jennifer Hendrix
Shannon Walker

We'll Miss You! I!!
Congratulations MSU Outstanding Forensic
Competition and National Forensics
Championship Quarter Finalist

Maria Locklear
/Jongratulations Emf& Greer and Lisa
for being selected as ~ 's for next se

Two
STUDENTS
PLEADED
GUILTY IN DISTRICT COURT
TO SENDING A
MALICIOUS
E-MAIL TO
ABOUT 40
RICHMOND
COLLEGE
RESIDENTS.

College Courts.
5:04 p.m. A theft report was filed for a stolen book
bag.
6:14 p.m. Emergency Medical Services transported
a student from Elizabeth College to Murray-calloway County Hospital.
11:10 p.m. Occupants in a parked vehicle were
asked to leave campus.
11:17 p.m. A report was file on four people who
were writing on the Curris Center.
11:38 p.m. An officer responded to students writing on campus sidewalks with chalk.
Racer Escorts - 16
Motorists Assists - 3

Crime Prroention Tip: End-of-the-year parties won't be
muclt ofa celebration if proper precautions aren't taken.
Women esp,•cially should be sure to attend parties in
groups and lcatJe in groups. Sexual assault is less likely
to }rappen wlren more people are present. Also, watch
}/OIIr drinks carefully.
j>olice Beat i:> compiled by Lisa Wlreal, assistarrt netus
editor, from materials available at Public Stifttf1

ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK
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Question Memories bring changes to student's life
Week
What are you going to
miss the most about
MSU during the
summer?
''HANGING
OUT WITH THE

WeU, here it is, I've seen these in
"The News" before and now it's
my tum to write a farewell commentary. After four years, it's
about damn time.
When I first came to this University I had my heart set on
majoring in political science, possibly minoring in psychology and
then moving on to law school.
Funny how your plans can
change in · the course of one
semester.
After taking my first political
science class I soon realized this
was not like high school. After not
doing so hot in poli sci, I decided
to look for another road to take.
Yeah, I could go to law school
under another major, but after
attending a student law mt..-eting,
1 was scared to death and decided
to rethink my future goals.
At the time I was living in
Regents College and many of my

new-found friends were majoring weeks. It's been a fun ride. Well,
in journalism. They said I should most of it has.
give it a try. I guess I should
I've had my adrenaline rushes,
thank Brian Henson for introduc- like covering the Hester College
ing me to the staff at ''The News" fire. And I have had my nervefor the first time. I went to a staff fraying frustrations trying to get a
meeting every week for two hold of a source only to find out
weeks until finally coming up that person has nothing to tell me.
with a story idea about the fire I've experienced it all - everyalarms going off all the time. 1 thing except advertising, that is.
thought this was an original idea
Along with the gobs of experibut did not fmd out until later ence I've gotten from this job
there had been one story like this have been the number of friends I
at least once a year.
have gotten working at "The
WeU, I wrote the story and it News."
was run in "The News" that
In high school, I served four
week. The next week I get a call years in the Army ]ROTC. It was
from then-News Editor C. D. almost like a family with squabBradley, who offered me a job as bling and competition to out-do
a staff writer. The rest, as they the other cadets. When I came to
say, is history.
college I missed that kind ofdoseI have since gone on to serve as . knit group. But when I look back
assistant news editor and finally at the four years I've had at "The
the online editor. I even dabbled News," a lot has been the same.
as the photo editor for a few
Sure, we didn't wear pickle

green uniforrl1s or march around
with rifles, but the same familylike atmosphere has been there.
We're pretty much all friends on
the staff. We do have our disagreement<; and arguments from
time to time, but we're still
friends.
So now it's over and it'~ time to
head out into the dreadt..>d "real
world." Now what? I don't know.
What I do know is I have enjoyed
the four years at MSU and at "The
News." So, I guess that's it. My
years have led me to this desk, to
this computer, to write this column. But it won't end here. As far
as I'm concerned, you can consider this story "to be continued ... "

Donald Lawso11, seuior joumalism
major from Slu~pherd5Ville, is tlzr former onliue editor for 'The Murray
State News."

In My
• •

Op10100

DONALD
lAWSON
"FUNNY HOW
YOUR PLANS
CAN CHANGE
IN THE COURSE
OF ONE
SEMESTER."

FOUR PEOPLE

SGA slirvey
helps students

WHO ACTUAllY
STAY HERE ON
RYAN fENORICH

WEEKENDS.

11

soPhomore, Evansville, Ind.

II

All THE

WEEKS OF THE
'FRAT' GUYS
BEING TOO
COOL TO TALK
TO YOU."
GRANT GAGNON

sophomore, Paducah

11

THE GREAT

FOOD AT THE
COFFEE SHOP.
')

11

'I

00.

0

"THE FRIENDS

I'VE MADE ON
THE MEN'S
CREW AND THE
PROMISES OF
ToooWILSON

HOUSING."

lroshmlln. Kennett, Mo

II ALL

MY

FRIENDS,
BECAUSE THEY
WILL LEAVE ME
HERE BY
EMILY ROBERTSON

MYSELF."

lre5hman Murroy

NEWS
2609 University Station
Mur1ay State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Jason Yates
Editor in Ch1ef

Greg Stark
Assoc1ate Editor

Morgan Hardy

Ivy LEAGUE D~E'AMS

News Ed1tor

Loree Stark

IJ

V1ewpomt Editor

Melissa Stoneberger
College Life Editor

Jason Billingsley
Spo rts Editor

Seth Frank
Online Ed1tor

Ryan Brooks
Photography Editor

•Your Views
Fraternity members

appreciated for mentonhip

Alyson McNutt
Chief Copy Editor

Lance Cherry
Advertising Manager
" The Murray State News· Is prepared and
ed1ted by students under the advisershtp of
Joe Hedges Opmions expressed are those
of the ed1tors and other s1gned writers.
These opin•ons do not necessarily represent
the view of journalism faculty or the Univer·
slty. T his is an olf•cial publication of Murray
State Unlvers1ty

To the Editor:

1 am writing to give thanks
and recognition to the Alpha
Sigma Phi Fraternity for their
great work as mentors at our
school. As a teacher, I see students with special needs who
light up when their mentor

walks through the door of the
school. I have also seen students who have no male role
models in their lives get elated
over going to a ball game with
tli.eir mentor.
I would most especially like
to give thanks to Jeremy
Toombs who has come faithfully for the two years that I
have been a teacher · at this
school and who also developed

a relationship with one particularly troubled student. Keep up
the great work, mentors, know
that you are greatly appreciated and that you have had posi- '
tive effects on several young
lives.

Sincerely,
Dana Whited
Murray Middle School

The students listened, the stu- Our View
dents complained and the stuISSUE:
dents conquered.
SGA
Because of the overwhelming
CONDUCTED A
outcry of dissatisfaction by stu- SURVEY TO
dents, the proposed $175,000
ACCURATELY
swimming pool folly is aU JUC?GE STUDENTS'
washed up.
OPINIONS ABOUT
After the Student Government THE SWIMMING
Association voted to support POOL.
the swimming pool, students POSITION:
quickly began voicing their dis- THE STUDENT
pleasure concerning the issue. BODY SHOULD BE
This prompted SGA to conduct RECOGNIZED
a survey in which 167 students ~Nt>APPIAUDED
were against the proposal while FOR TAKING A
only 42 favored the idea.
STAND FOR THEIR
Kudos to the student body for BELIEFS.
taking a stand and looking past
the paper thin surface of
reward. Sure, the pool would be
fun for the few months it could
be comfortably operational, but
the few months of operation
minus $175,000 does not equal
efficient use of money.
It is encouraging the students
did not take a "Well, at least we
are
getting
something"
approach. It is likely to pay off
in the long run and students
might be able to receive such
services as free cable and Internet access in the residential colleges.
Also, the SGA and administration should be complimented
on listening to what the students had to say and reversing
action to accommodate the
group which would ultimately WrHeto us
be affected by the decision.
"The Murray
SGA swallowed its pride and . State News"
gave the students a forum to welcomes
accurately submit their opinions commentaries
after coming to an unnecessarily and letters to the
hasty decision. Through the sur- editor. Letters
should be 300
vey, SGA did its job of repre- words or fewer
senting the student body to the and must be
utmost of its ability.
signed.
As for the administration, do Contributors
not take the students' rejection should include
addresses and
of the pool idea as a slap in the phone numbers
face. Like the old saying goes, it for verification.
is the thought that counts; how- Please include
ever, next time maybe more hometown,
thought is necessary to come classification, title
or relationship to
through with a valuable idea for the University.
students.
"The Murray
If $175,000 was possible for a , State News"
swimming pool, there must be a reserves the right
way to acquire money which to edit for style,
length and
would provide students with content.
what they desire. They have
proven they wilt not settle for
anything less.

OPIED
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Job changes lead to life experiences
"There's always work at the
Post Office," to quote Robert
Townsend from the movie "Hollywood Shuffle." Well, that's one
job on this campus I've got to say
I've never had. But there aren't
many other departments I
haven't worked in during my
career here at good ole Murray
State.
ln everything from my first job
- one training session at Long
john Silver's (now Sunset Strips)
- to my current position with
Intercollegiate Recreation, I've
gained lots of valuable insight on
a variety of subject:;. I now write
this as both a journal of sorts and
as encouragement to other MSU
students who need to make a little extra cash.
After my 60-minute fiasco at
Long John's, which I quit because
I couldn't stand the thought of
slinging fried pollock every Friday night my freshman year, I
went to work at the T-Room.
That, I must say, was a pretty
good job. The only shift open was
Friday mornings from 7 to 9:30,
but I thought, "$12.50 a week will

at least pay for gas."
My job was to help prepare the
salad bar, and occasionally wash
dishes. What made this job enjoyable were my co-workers. They
were fun to talk to, and always
willing to listen to me gripe and
complain about how tough col lege classes were. That's one
thing I've learned; some of the
best people here are the ones who
cook your food and process your
paperwork every day.
Shortly after I began working at
the T-Room, I started working for
the Phone-a-Thon, a .k.a., Oevclopmental and Alumni Affairs.
This is a position in which l got
the opportunity to become an
often-disdained
member
of
American society. That's right, 1
was a telemarketer. I called alumni to "update their records," and
wound up asking for donations
for various University projl!cts.
That job was a trip, to sny the
least.
The pay was fine - minimum
wage plus bonuses for getting
alumni to donate money. But the
thing about that job that really got

to me was getting smarted-off to,
lied to and everything else we as
consumers CO!l\monly do to tetemarketers. I have to say being on
the other side of that phone con·
versation opened my eyes. Ever
~ince my three-month employment there, I've been much nicer
to telemarketers.
About halfway through October my first semester, I began
working a third job. Aside from
the T-Room and Phone-a-Thon, I
was now a staff writer for "The
Murrav State News." At the risk
of so~nding · cliche, this job
changed my life. This was due in
part to the people 1 worked with.
Newspaper folk are a different
breed, in case you haven't noticed
from reading "The News."
Deadlines and late nights
preparing the paper for printing
rna ke reporters tough and dependent on one another. I learned a
lot about hard work and co-worker friendship from them.
r also learned that journalism
wasn't for me. After my tenure
with "The News," I knew I could
not be a reporter or work behind

a desk my entire life. After I had
worked there for about six
months, I switched my major
from journalism to agricultural
business.
I left the paper in February 1998
to take a more lucrative position
just across University Drive. I
went to work in the Office of
Admissions doing clerical work
in hopes of getting scheduled for
more hours. Plus, I got one of
those cool blue Murray State
name tags that University officials wear. But even the appeal of
this plastic badge of honor wasn't
enough to blind me to the fact l
was alphabetizing and typing
every day after 1 got out of class.
Not that there's anything wrong
with that, necessarily, but again,
that whole "behind a desk'' thing
caine into play.
I sat out of the work force my
junior year to concentrate on my
studies. But once 1 started my
senior year, I knew what little
money I had saved up wouldn't
be enough to live on all semester.
In October, I went to work at
Intercollegiate Recreation. This is

where I'm currently employed,
and it's been by far the best job
I've had the last four years. Not
only have I gotten to see some
really good ball games over the
last six months, but I've gotten
enough T-shirts to clothe a small
country.
So what does my employment
history mean for you, the reader?
Well, maybe nothing. It may be
completely worthless. After all,
I'm not a journalist. But hopefully
it has shown you two things. One,
the education you get at Murray
State has nothing to do with the
classes you take. It has everything
to do with whom you get to know
and interact with. Make the most
of everything you do here and try
to learn from it, and you will get
much more for your education
dollar. Second, if you are broke
and don't have that many job
prospects in the outside world,
just keep in mind that "there's
always work at Murray State."

In My
Opinion

BRIAN

HENSON
"PLUS,

I

GOT

ONE OF THOSE
COOL BLUE
MURRAY STATE
NAMETAGS
THAT
UNIVERSITY
OFFICIALS
WEAR."

Brian Henson is a senior agriculture
major from Portageville, Mo.

Birthday brings out inner child
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In the mathematics of childhood, I thought I had it made.
Growing up, I felt lucky my
birthday was at the beginning of
May. It wasn't dose to Christmas,
which was of primary importance.
Also, it fell in that part of spring
when the weather was wanning
and I was in the sun just enough to
redden the bridge of my nose and
tan the tops of my shoulders.
All was well.
TI1en I began to grow up. During my freshman and sophomore
years of high school, early May
meant stressing over finals and
projects as the older kids stressed
about prom. But soon we were the
ones stressing about prom, laying
in the tanning beds that promised
to suck out the youth we were so
set on flaunting. My birthday
seemed secondary.
My senior year of high school
brought not only prom, but also
graduation. I found myself kneedeep in thank-you notes, memory
books and birthday cards.
But this year has upstaged even
that crazed high school era. In a
twisted reverse of "Sixteen Candles," r almost forgot my own
birthday.
I failed to remember until a few
days ago when my family asked
me what I wanted. I was utterly
confused. Wanted for what? For
dinner?
OK. I'm not suffering from any
deep-seated inferiority complexes
and I haven't experienced any
blows to the head. No, it's much
more serious than that.
After my brother impatiently

said, "For your BIRTiiDAY, Alyl''
I realized planning my June 17
wedding had officially taken over
every brain cell not already allocated to pressing matters such as
papers and finals.
(I suspect the wedding brain
cells have mutated, though, and
are beginning a hostile seizure of
these scholastic cells, evidenced by
my inability to write commentaries about anything other than
my impending nuptials.)
Either way, I think anyone who
can forget her1 own birthday is a
little too absorbed in other matters. I mean, when my family
pressed me to suggest gifts for my
birthday, I actually told them to
''buy off the registry."
I even went so far as to say the
words "toaster oven."
Sick! My 9-year-old self would
be appalled. I thought I had dismissed all childhood birthday
ideals when I got to college and
found myself asking for clothes as
a celebration of my birth, but I
realize I have sunk to a new low.
So I have tried some shock therapy. I requested chocolate cake
with chocolate icing, and I asked
for non-utilitarian gifts like COs
and a cool coffee mug.
I'm going to try to stop for a day
and enjoy the familiarity of the
annual birthday celebration.
I'll TRY.
But if I do unwrap a toaster
oven, I won't be entirely disappointed.

In My
Opinion

ALYSON

McNun

" IN A
TWISTED
REVERSE OF
'SIXTEEN
CANDLES,'

I

ALMOST
FORGOT MY
OWN
BIRTHDAY."

Alyson McNutt is tiU' chief copy edi·
tor for "Tile Murray State News."

Low salaries damage retention, recruiting of faculty members
Faculty and staff pay raises Education has mandated that Kenshould be in the five percent or six- tucky universities raise a third of
percent range for the 2000-01 acad- their tota 1 finances from students,
emic year. With the new revenue so some increase in tuition at MSU
flow into ~urray State's coffers of was bound to occur. However, the
approximately 17 percent over the 15 percent over two years does
next two years, this salary increase appear to be excessive, since stuought not to overly strain the Uni- dents were also hit with increases in
housing, food, course and horse
versity's budget.
The current MSU budget of $103 stall fees.
million will go up to $107 million in
From the various sources the Uni·
2000-01 and to $112 million in 2001- versity administration has at its dis02. Murray State will see a new $4.2 posal, it is obvious it could afford a
million from the state in 2000-01 salary increase in the five percent to
and $5.3 million in 2001-02. This six percent range. A faculty-staff
represents an increase in base-line increase of one percent costs' the
funding of 2.7 percent for the first University $623,000, so an increase
year and 3.7 percent for the second in the five percent range would cost
· around $3.1 million and an incrcaS4:!
year.
The administration of University of six percent would cost about .$3.7
President Kern Alexander also million. A bite of less than $4 milrecently asked the Board of Regents lion out of a total budget of $107
to raise student tuition some 15 per- million is entirely within reason.
cent over the next two years.
With the new revenue stream
Although the faculty has not advo- coming to MSU from the state as
cated increasing student tuition to well as from student tuition increaspay for enhanced solary incre- es, the Alexander administration
ments, the Alexander administra- should allocate sufficient funds to
tion apparently informed Brandon significantly raise the salaries of the
Kirkham, the student regent, that faculty and staff. As Alexander and
the tuition increase was necessary Sid Easley, chair of the Board of
for faculty salary increases. ·
Regents, indicated at a recent meetThe Council on Postsecondary ing of the regents, "faculty salaries

..

are the highest priority" in determining the budget of MSU.If this is
true then the faculty and staff of
this great University can expect at
least a six percent raise in the next
academic year.
With the reorganization of the
University to go into force July 1,
the same date our new budget takes
effect, the streamlining this plan
puts in place will bring some considerable savings in administrative
costs that can be reallocated to faculty and staff salaries. Six or seven
departments will be consolidated
and the stipends given to their
chairs will no longer be needed.
further savings might be gained by
the reassignment of administrative
personnel formerly allocated to
these soon-to-be extinct departments.
Furthermore, students have quite
plainly indicated the $175,000 des·
ignated for a future outdoor heated
swimming pool between Springer
<lnd Franklin colleges ought to be
spent somewhere else. lf this
money Cilnnot be allocated to faculty-staff salaries then it can go into
iln area such as maintenance so that
other savings can be realized and
then assigned to salaries.

These suggestions are the result
of some very minor examinations of
the very complex University budget; there are certainly many other
saving that could be realized across
campus. Certainly the Alexander
administration could find the funds
needed if it had the desire to do so.
An article in the "Murray Ledger
and Times" of last May indicated
the faculty of Kentucky universities
were woefully underpaid, with
MSU being about the worst of the
regional universities. Now, however, our health care plan requires
out-of·pocket contributions and is
obviously not a useful recruiting
tool for new faculty since it barely
suffices to meet the needs of the faculty. The Alexander administration
has not increased the University's
contribution to this health care plan
for several years now and all
increases in the cost:; of the plan are
being passed along to the faculty
and staff.
In last Week's "The Murray State
News," jennifer Sacharnosld's article on cultural diversity on our
campus noted there were only 13
full-time African-American faculty
members out of a total faculty of
392. As any departmental chair or

college dean knows, the reason
MSU has such an abysmally low
number of black faculty members is
we cannot recruit them to this campus.
Our salary scale is simply insufficient to entice these minority academics to join our faculty. The begin- .
ning assistant professor typically
makes $35,000 a year in several colleges. Associate professors are
equally underpaid. Although the
Business College, because of its
enhanced pay scales (see the excellent article by Alyson McNutt in
"The Murray State News" of March
9), may be able to offer a somewhat
higher beginning salary, neverth~
less even the Business College cannot adequately recruit minority faculty.
The MSU faculty and staff eagerly look forward to learning what
their pay levels will be in the next
academic year. We earnestly hope
Alexander and the Board of
Regents will keep their promise of
making salaries a "top priority." It
is possible for us to receive raises in
the five to six percent range.

Terry Strieter is tlze MAC£ chair and n
professor of history.

In My
Opinion

TERRY
STRIETER

"we
EARNESTLY HOPE
ALEXANDER
AND THE
B OARD OF
R EGENTS WILL
KEEP THEIR
PROMISE OF
MAKING
SALARIES A 'TOP
PRIORITY.' "
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Cola deals face taxation Provost prospects to visit
BY LISA WHEAT
ASSISTANT

News EDITOR

Universities looking to dodge revenue tax with
exclusive deals from soft drink companies will
be out of luck if the Internal Revenue Service
passes a regulation it is now considering.
The regulation would require universities to
pay tax on funds granted from a soft drink company when the university agrees to seU its product exclusively.
Murray State entered a deal with Pepsi two
years ago to sell its products in the Regional Special Events Center. The University receives
$87,000 per year for marketing opportunities
such as scoreboard advertising and $167,000 to
limit beverages sold to Pepsi products only. Contract bids were also considered from Coca-Cola .
"From a university standpoint, it was much
more advantageous that we take just a straight
product contract," Vice President of Administrative. Services Tom Denton said.
Funds from the exclusive Pepsi contract go
toward athletic scholarships.
"Any dollar lost to taxation would be a dollar
we can't use in our mission," Denton said. "We
are certainly opposed to that (tax) but I don't
think it will make a difference in the quality of

BY MORGAN HARDY

education for our students."
The Internal Revenue Service has never before
laid its foot down on income tax for exclusiveproduct contracts.
"The IRS hadn't taken a written position of
whether that (income) was taxable or not,"
Stephanie Caden, attorney in the office of the IRS
chief council, said. "The law was out there and it
was open for interpretation."
Caden said the IRS is now considering public
input on the proposed tax. Comments are collected before regulations are put in effect. A
hearing will be held June 21, but Caden could
not estimate how long before the tax will go into
effect.
"A lot of things can come up in the process and
change the course of how the regulations come
out and how they tum out," Caden said.
Corporations are charged 34 perC"ent · tax for
revenue between $100,000 and $335,000, which is
the category in which Murray State would fall.
The tax would be for unrelated business income,
an area that is normally subject to tax. [n addition to deals with soft drink companies, deals
with athletic gear manufacturers would also be
taxed .
Said Caden: "Generally there's a pretty extensive framework of what's tax t!Xemp.t or not."

MIND

News EDITOR

Students had an opportunity to
visit with the prospective
provost Thursday night from
8:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ohio Room.

The search for a permanent
provost has turned up more
than 60 applicants, and three are
scheduled to interview at MurKeen is currently the special
ray State in the coming month.
assistant to the university
"Of the candidates, we've only provost at the State University of
eliminated about a third," Jack New York at Albany. However,
Rose, chairman of the commit- his educational background
tee, said. "At this point, we stems from Kentucky. He
haven't limited the list down to received a biology degr~e . from
any finalists, but these three are Pikeville College and ~is masstrong candidates judging from ter's degree in biology from
their resumes and references."
Eastern Kentucky University
w. Hubert Keen, the first of before leaving Kentucky to
these three, will meet with staff attend Kent State University.
The other two candidates
members today from 1:30 to 2
p.m. in the Curris Center scheduled to appear are Ronald
Barkley Room.
J. Ambrosetti, dean of the Feinlmmediately following the stein College of Arts and Scistaff session, faculty are invited ences at Roger Williams Univerto meet with him from 2 to 3 sity, and Robert L. Milam, ' the
p.m. All parties who wish to provost and vice chancellor of
may meet with Keen from 3 to 4 . the University of Wisconsin at
p.m., and a reception will be River Falls.
held from 4:30 to 5:30p.m. in the
Ambrosetti will visit May 11,
Curds Center Dance Lounge. from 2 to 3 p.m., and Milam will

I

BODY

I

visit May 16, from 9 to 10 a.m.
"It can be difficult to find a
time when the candidates can all
visit between personal and professional times," Rose said.
"We've tried to find times that
are convenient for all interested
parties to meet these applicunts."
These candidates are not anticipated to be the last in the
process. Rose said several more
candidates are expected to be
visiting.
"I can't say enough about the
committee's involvement in this
process," Rose said. "They've
really done a 1tremendous job in
selecting these candidates."
The student members of the
committee, despite the temptation of summer break, have all
pledged to be as involved as
possible in the selection process
over the break, Rose said.
Resumes for all the interview
candidates are available from
Rose's office in Wells Hall.

SPIRIT FOR WOMEN

Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to nowhere. when you could he toning your
abs, getting in shape and having fun while you're learning to defend yourself?
Our Cardio Kickboxing program takes the music, excitement and energy of nerobic<;
but adds 'important .:;elf-defense techniques like jabbing. kicking. punching nnd hlocking. You learn while you bum at 800 calories per hour! (According to Muscle nnd
Fitness Magazine who rated aerobic kickboxing as the number one calorie burning
workout!)
There's no physical contact. no uniforms (you wear your regular workout clothes) and
best of all you'lllove it! Classes are forming now. call today!
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REBOS fetches about 400;
plans to improve attendance
Morgan, SGA coordinator, said. Any prof-

BY M ELISSA STONEBERGER
COllEGE l.JFE EDITOR

it the SGA makes from REBOS is consid-

Around 400 students attended the Student Government Association-sponsored
Reaching Every Benefit of Our Students
concert, but the event was not as big of a
success as it has been in past years.
A reason for low attendance was lack of
pubHcity for the event, Student Government, Association President Michael
Thome said.
"There was a lack of communication
between the REBOS committee and the
publicity committee," Thome said.
Thorne also said the low attendance
could be because the concert was held a
week later than previous years.
"We anticipated incorrectly that the
turnout would increase because of past
successes," Thorne said .
Thome said he hopes to remedy the
publicity error by starting REBOS plans
next fall.
Despite the lack of attendance, the SGA
made only $300 less than last year, Jeanie

ered a benefit for the students, Thorne
said.
"Every dollar we make goes back to the
students," Thorne said. "We can give back
to student organizations to provide better
activities on campus."
There were also differences in concert
set up. In the past, concerts were held outside and a OJ played inside the bam. This
year, for security reason, D]s played in
between concert sets.
SGA ,Senator-at-La~ge Lindsay Chamberlain said having the concert indoors
was a good idea because the bam was a
more central environment.
"It was a safe concert and a success
because it brings students together and
raises money for a good cause," she said.
Whitney Coleman, sophomore from
Murray, attended the REBOS concert and
was pleased with the atmosphere.
"I thought it was very well organized,"
Coleman said. "The bands were very well
selected and there was a good turnout."

Off-campus housing fraud
policing to improve in fall
BY MoRGAN HARDY
News EorroR

Freshman and sophomore students sleeping off campus might
receive a rude awakening come
fall.
Two letters sent to parents this
spring are begiMing a joint campaign by the Student Affairs office
• and Housing to root out dorm
deadbeats. Citing bettered satisfaction in college experiences, more
faculty interaction, an improved
graduation rate and more activity
participation for students who live
in the residential colleges, the University is attempting to convince
students to return to campus.
But while the letter is intended to
inform freshman and sophomore
students that living on-campus is
an advantage, it also informs them
and their parents that living off-
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campus is against the student
agreement. Vice President of Student Affairs Don Robertson said
this is no different than forging
information on a student transcript.
Housing fraud can be committed
in a variety of ways, but two are the
most common. Students living outside a 50-mile radius are not eligible for a commuting exemption,
but may get an exemption for other
reasons. This requires a notarized
statement signed by the student's
parents. ln some cases, this statement is forged by the student. In
others, though, the statement is
forged by the student and the par·
ent.
The other most common example
of housing fraud is students within
a 50-mile radius of the University
stating they commute from their
parents' residence, but instead live
off-campus. This example requires
less paperwork, and is therefore

less detectable than the former
instance of fraud .
If caught committing housing
fraud, a student is immediately
billed for the cost of the rootn and is
then referred to the disciplinary
board for possible disciplinary
action. This can include expulsion
from school.
However, campus administrators
are attempting to lure students
back to campus with the carrot
rather than the stick.
"We're instituting seve~al things
this fall that should make residential living more attractive to students," Robertson said. "One of
these is the College Programming
position, which should increase the
number of programs and their
quality."
Said Robertson: "We want to
make sure that students are aware
of the advantages of residential college living."
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Turning the tassel

Disease does not stop graduate's walk Graduation stats
logical sciences from Southem illinois University.
About 200 people in the
It is not a crutch.
world are diagnosed with
It is not an excuse.
the hereditary disease
It is an obstacle to over- Schoen has lived with since
come.
birth.
While pain is the reality of
At age 28, she is the secher everyday life, Suzanne ond oldest of all the people
Schoen from Carbondale, in the world who have the
Ill., looks back on her Mur- disease.
ray State experience with no
The disease affects her
regrets. She suffers from a body 'two ways.'' It causes
rare disease called glycogen low blood sugar and a
storage disease type B, shortage of white blood
which causes infections and cells. As a result, Schoen's
makes even seemingly sim- body is highly prone to illple tasks exhausting.
ness such as pneumonia,
Nevertheless, Schoen will sore throats and sinus infecgraduate next week with a tions. These side effects
nursing degree.
have led to numerous hos"I wanted to accomplish pitalizations and more than
great things in my life and 1 53 surgeries throughout
want to make a contribution Schoen's lifetime.
while I am here," Schoen
Several times Schoen has
said. "I don't ever want to come close to death. After
use the health condition as a her 1989 high school graducrutch. I don't ever want ation she developed adult
people to see it before they respiratory distress synsee me."
drome and spent two
Nursing will be the sec- months on a ventilator. .
ond degree Schoen has
While a student at Murearned. The first was in bio- ray State the past three
BY LISA WHEAT

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

SUZANNE SCHOEN

senior,
Carbondale, Ill.

"EVERY. DAY

I

WAKE UP AND
THINK

I CAN

MAKE IT
THROUGH THE
DAY ... YOU JUST
HAVE TO PULL UP
YOUR BOOTSTRAPS AND
MAKE IT
HAPPEN."

years, Schoen had four hospital stays.
Time spent at the hospital
helped influence Schoen to
enter the nursing profession.
"I understand what it's
like to be on the patient's
side of it," she said. "I've
been on both extremes and l
hope that I can deliver the
same kind of compassion
and hope that I've received
from the nurses who took
care of me."
Schoen adjusts to her disease by taking less than a
full load of classes and planning her time wisely. She
spends evenings studying
and undergoing health
treatments. She did, however, work as a White College
resident adviser for two
years.
Throughout her time at
Murray State, Schoen has
made friends who accept
her regardless of her disease. During Schoen's high
school days, it was a different story.
"People (in high school)

weren't always patient or I
didn't always get included
because I couldn't keep up
with them energy-wise to
do the same activities," she
said. "I have made life-long
friends at Murray State."
Schoen said earning a
degree while conquering a
disease requires nothing
more than self determination and support from family and friends. Through it
all, some days are better
than others.
"Every day I wake up and
think I can make it through
the day,'' she said. "Some
days you do and some days
you don't. You just have to
pull up your bootstraps anCi
make it happen."
Schoen's
drive
has
impressed her professors at
Murray State.
"Because she has so much
depth and maturity I think
she'll be able to offer a truly
humanistic approach to her
care," Nursing Department
Chair Marcia Hobbs said.
"She sparkles. She truly
does."

show good trends .
for 2000 graduates
BY LISA WHEAT

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

One of the largest freshman classes of the 1990s moved
through the ranks, with about 750 prepared to graduate May 13.
That number is up from the 619 who graduated last year.
Dean of Admissions and Registrar's Office Phil Bryan said the
1996 freshman class had more students than normal, attributing
for the increase in 2000 graduates.
"They're just filtering through the system, so this May and
December will be a very large group of graduates," he said.
The 1996 trend did not continue through the 1998 and 1999
freshman classes, which both enrolled about 80 fewer students
than that year.
Elementary education was the top choice for majors this year,
with 51 graduating in that field. Business administration was the
second choice, followed by biology, public relations and animal
health.
Assistant Registrar Jan Parm commended the work of Murray
State advisers to ensure students met graduation requirements.
"They know the requirements and they're going to go the extra
mile to help the student," she said.
Job prospects for graduates look bright, with majors in highest
demand being business administration, accounting, computer
science, education and electronic engineering, according to the
February 2000 issue of "The Black Collegian."

Con g rat u I at ions Sen i ors from The Murray State News!

Alpha Sigma Alpha
''Lowest Rates In Town''
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At least 2 t
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Announces their
newest Alumni ...
Kimberly Carrico
Stacey Carrico
Jodie Cremer
Jen Davis
Stacey Elliot.
Melissa Harrison
JonaHedges
Amy Junkerman

Tiffany Leech
Heather Martin
Andrea McKinney
Christy McTurner
Nicole Miesner
Brooke Rawlins
Brooke Schorck
Amy Romero

Congratulations and Good luckf
·we will miss you!
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College: home or all ages

Photos by Ryan Brooks
IAbovel Calvin and Sue Riggs whisper to one another
on tbe front row of the class of 1950 reunion photo.
The couple met at Murray State College durln1 their
Junior year and were married two years later. They will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary next summer.
IRightl Jane Cheatham of Memphis shows off pictures
of her daughter and other family members to colle1e
roommate Fronle Hess of San Antonio during Alumni
Weekend. After not seeing each other for more than 48
years, both had a· lot of catching up to ~o.

M~rray

State offers variety of services for elderly

Senior citizens and college do not usually
go together, but the University is trying to
make a connection between these two parties.
,
Murray State holds many events encouraging alumni of all ages to come back to campus. The most successful events in getting
seniors back on campus are class reunions,
Assistant Director of Alumni Affairs Patti
Jones said .
• "What we have found to be true is that we
have more success with older alums for class
reunions because their schedules are dearer,"
Jones said. "That is the reason we usually
only schedule class reunions for 40- and 50year reunions. This also makes this a more
special event for the alums and gets them
back to campus."

entertainment from outside or from their
class or what they want .to do for their
reunion. Each class forms a committee that
stays in contact with each other and sends
out mailings to the alums three or four times
a year."
Ali SO-year reunion participants are inducted into the America's Club for 50-year college
alumni and are recognized at the MSU Alumni Banquet during the weekend. The rest of
the weekend is planned by the committee
and usually includes a tent at Tent City and a
party at a local hotel.
Sometimes entertainment can come from a
group returning to campus, as in the case of
the Len Foster Band . The band's leader, Olen
Martin, graduated from Murray State in 1949
and played a 1940s Big Band/Dance Band
format. The gro up still performs and has
played at the last two Murray State Homecomings at Shoney's Inn.

Homecoming and Alumni Weekend

Senior conferences and workshops

The two most popular times for these class
reunions at Murray State are Homecoming
and Alumni Weekend. Homecoming 1999
featured a reunion of the class of 1949, the
reunion of the 1949 football team and a
reunion of the Len Foster band.
"The thing about these reunions is that
they're organized al.most entirely by the
seniors," Jones said. "We tell them what has
been done in the past, but we leave all the
options open for them if they want to have

Other programs for seniors are organized
by the Office of Conferences and Workshops
under the MSU Center for Continuing Education.
Murray State participates in the national
"Elder Hostel," a week-long program for
anyone over 55 that provides inexpensive
trips and seminars for seniors on subjects
chosen by the hosting institution.
"This fall, we did a series on Scottish Heritage," janeen Klaproth, program assistant,

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

wealth and be admitted to a state institution."
The only sticking point to the law is if the
class is closed when a senior tries to register,
then the University must create a new section
for the senior citizen students. Poynor said
that situation has never occurred, however.
With books the only cost left for senior citizens, they can tum to the MSU Scholarship
Office and Scholarship Director Carmen Garland.
"We don't offer scholarships for just senior
citizens, but we do offer several non-traditional s.t udent scholarships," Garland said.
"They range from $200 to $700 and are based
on involvement in the community with
churches or city projects and financial need if
they still support a family or are on just Social
Security. We are able to sit down and evalu~
ate each applicant one-on-one because there
are so few applicants for these scholarships."
Garland also said the MSU Scholarship
Office is linked with the web site www.fastFree tuition for seniors
Reunions and seminars aren't the only web.com, which is an online database with
thing Murray State does to try to get seniors more than 200,000 scholarships. Out of those
200,000, many are given by churches and
back to Murray.
"We offer free tuition and fees to seniors insurance companies that have no age limit
over the age of ~5 according to Kentucky on the scholarships.
Those interested in the Kentucky Statute
Statute 164284 signed in 1976, which states all
state institutions offer this service," Murray for free classes and no fees should contact the
State Bursar Anita Poynor said. "To qualify Murray State Bursar's Office at 762-2318 and
for this service, a person must be 65 years of those interested in MSU Scholarships should
age or over, be a resident of the Common- contact the Scholarship Office at 762-3225.

said. "In the spring we're doing a series on
the Civil War and we're planning to do a
series on Land Between the lakes for next
fall."
The week-long study is not for Murray
State credit and is held at a local hotel. MSU
professors and outside experts hold seminars, field trips and other excursions, which
are also a part of the week-long study.
Other services by the Center for Continuing Education include classes for seniors in
computers, tai chi and folk dancing.
"The demand for the computer classes has
been extremely high," Klapworth said. "The
class is full this semester and we have a 60person waiting list for next semester. The
demands for these classes are there right
now, so we're trying to provide them. We're
going to try to expand our program next
semester to include other programs for
seniors."
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The
Week
Ahead

•DeadlineSummer Session I
Payments
are
due.

A lOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.

• Student
App recia ti on
Days sale- University Bookstore
will offer 20 percent off selected
merchandise,
excluding textbooks, caps and
gowns, film, class
rings,
candy,
computer software and supplieS, computers,
cassettes, COs,
videos,
magazines, new spapers and mat cutting.
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SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

exams

•Final
exams
continue.

•Final
exams
continue.

•Final
exams
continue.

•Final
exams
continue.

•Final
exams
continue.

•Student
Appreciation
Days sale
continues.

• Student
Appreciation
Days sale,
continues.

• RCA- Meeting
Curris
Center
Barkley Room
Sp.m.

•Sunday
school-Chi
Alpha, Hart
College 10:15 to
10:45 a.m.

study•Bible
Baptist Student
Union, 6 p.m.

•Senior Citizen
Appreciation
Day- Free museurn admission
to individuals 55
older.
and
Refreshments
provided.
Guided tours at
10:30 a.m., 1 and
3p.m.

•WKMS
ReceptionWKMS'30th
Anniversary
Reception
Wrather
West
Kentucky Museurn, from 4:30 to
6:30p.m.

SATURDAY
• Final
begin.

study•Bible
Murray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

•Bible
studyChi Alpha,
Elizabeth College
Study Lounge, 9
p.m.

.

Top
Albums

Young's album not as bright as namesake
Music
Review

BY KYLE SHADOAN
STAFF WRITER

Yes, Neil Young is. still alive
and he has put out yet another
album.
"Silver & Gold" is full of
laid-back country tunes. Every
song on the 10-track album
follows the traditional Neil
Young country sound of past
hits such as "Helpless,"
''Heart Of Gold," "Tired Eyes"
and ''Old Laughing Lady."
The tunes are laced with
harmonica and steel guitar
mixed with piano and
acoustic guitar. They have
soft, flowing lyrics that match
the tempo of the instruments.
The most upbeat tune is

Album: Neil
Young " Silver
nnd Gold"
Grade: BComments:
"The tunes are
laced with har~
monica and
steel guitar
mixed with
piano and
acoustic
guitar."

probably "Buffalo Springfield
Again," while all the rest of
the songs, like "Good To See
You," "Silver & Gold,''
"Daddy Went Walking,"
"Razor Love" and "Without
Rings," follow the laid-back
style.
On ''Silver & Gold," Linda
Ronstadt and Em.mylou Harris appear as guest vocalists,
contributing to the album's
country feel.
Young has produced a
decently balanced album even
after all these years. Despite
the album being quite short
(only 39 minutes), several
songs, including "Razor
Love," "Silver & Gold,"
"Good To See You" and "Buf-

falo Springfield Again," stand
out as soon-to-be Young classics.
If he had thrown in some
electric rock ballads such as
"Cinnamon Girl" or "Rocl<in'
In The Free World," the album
would have a much better
overall feel and balance.
Instead, not one song uses an
electrical guitar.
Young remains a prominent
figures in music. His work
with Crosby, Stills and Nash
on the album released last
year and work with modem
rock bands like Pearl Jam a
few years back is proof. "Silver & Gold" is yet another
piece in the huge puzzle of
credits to his name.

.

1. 594 Boyz"Goodfellas"
2. Cypress Hlli-

"Skull and

Bones"
3. Sisqo"Unleash the
Dragon"
4. Neil Young"Silver and
Gold"

s.Dr.Dre"Chroruc 2000"

Reprise Records

'Silver and Gold' is full of relaxed tunes laced with harmonica
and steel guitar.

Source: Terrapin
Station and
SunSet
Boulevard

Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
Congratulations to the New Officers

Congratulations to the New Initiates

President - Todd Bailey
Vice President - Jason Strode
Treasurer - Josh Bailey
Secretary - David Perlow
Chaplin - Jason Midkiff
Rush Chairman - Adrian Yeiser
Door Keeper - David Greene

John Arington
Todd Bebout
Trey Boatwright
Jamie Burkeen
Andy Carden
Robbie Fitch
Brad Fulkerson
Trent Garland
. Eric King
.
Bryan Meurer
Ben Mitchell
Josh Morris
Tommy Oliverio
Andy Perkins
Patrick Thornton
Jon Wright

.

Social Chairmen _ Brent Underhill
Blake Rowe
Usher - Joey Rodgers
Public Relations - Nick Cansler
Sports Chairman - Michael Cansler
Pledge Trainer - Mike Calef
Historian - Justin Canup
Fund Raiser - Dave Hill
C o n g rat u I at i o n s to t h e w i n n e r.
of Frog Hop, Ar~!

Congratulations to the ATQ
Athletes on Win.ning All Sports!

• •
T e Murray State News is current y 1r1ng or t
Come to Wilson Hall, Rm.111 to a

2000 sta
•
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minlste_..s beliefs

Bikes, boots, Bi

a fifth ll8o,r dorm room, Baldwin uta, he hurled
his Bible at the wh1dow ~ ~
"I ~ aad the Bible wu ~ qqt of the
~.·he Slid."And that's when I W\dentood the
concepts of mtiCY and ~ servant, friend and
son. That's when God litefaQy OWMclme."
Baldwin~ his U(e ~·hAve glwm him
an affiull)' for ~orw. in cam,_ minitU,.
"One of the moat mv~ ~I get to
have over~ over ia. . .itucfentt.come to that
same~ that I came to •3a.m. in 11\at doDJ\
room/' fw said. "There's not1iing liU .U. them
a>me
face with the ~God.,
Lynn Clarke, ienior from P101.ence, aaic:l Bald·
Win'a .unittiy bu been an important JQB..a in
her Die l1nae sbe bepn vfsiti:qg the MCF house as
a fresluban. Clarke said thoUif\ she wu a good
penCift when lhe Came to CX)))ege, she wasn't a

8Y SLONE HUTOIISON
CoNm8unNG WIITU

'*to

~
~without knoWifta It,._. thOw.n me what
being Christ-lib is an about," She sald.

.u

"'~-ll-iiJI\UIIe!--rdiJJ!IIdci:nK lot
~-....:
INidJins;
biker boola

Clarlcf, whO is a therapeutic NCN~tlon major,
saicllhe hi, appUecl for a JOb in the mliustry, somethins Jbe woukl not have done without Qu'ist in

pqpPjdl;ort:<t' lletlt* ii\1Ji[of&Jeat MCF.

Ba1dWJn knows hli . . . . . . - tattoo, earrinp and aU - Is ahorktna to .....,. people, ~
p~ to some and intinWfattna to others.
"Some people g« a little upeet about my appearance," he said. "Many people think that it's just not
right. People think I ahould be in khakis and a golf
shirt, but that's not me and that's not pg to hap-

·

herlilit.
Mltlt\IJ~I

pen."
Baldwin's unconventional approach to dlel8ing faker."
It W&llll't until Brother )p (a p~... of
comes frOm hie ~ger days when be waa a lelf·
Brother
Jim, who ~ ~
Sfate'e
described dusk metal head.
campus)
appeared
af
Oft
JA
aNt
Auwed
a
"'n college I hung out with rough-necks and
friend
of
Baldwin's
to
break
qut
a
Bible
to
pr_ove
weirdos," Baldwin ~d. "And then I gave my lile
to Christ. After that a Jot of things changed, but a the traveling rninistet wrcna, that ~
became an il&ue for hiDL
lot of things didn't."
"When he couldn't~·~~~
Baldwin said the knowledp he gained in college
1
theilftd
gives him a different take on thinp now as well as Ufe to God,. BaldWin..-: "AN
an advantap when worlcing with c:Uverie groups of guy who wore a Jee~J.er~ ~~Wile
Of CGI.... students. Baldwin said he was railed wrapped around one ann iDd ~ 89 i'feAi
wltha-~)Ndground butwu "a good dancing just to hurt people."

M....,
f989

-W..

Parts, I
• 12th St.

1 N.

After a 8UINMI' bNek. Baldwin and his friend
both . . . . . . to coUep and a.Jdwin found lis
~........ perapn.
"That r8ally made me :Start to think .net three
t:hlnp went through my mind1" he said. "First I
~ .._ wat the stupidest thlng I ever heard,
tile~ Wal that if that was really Christ then I
wu ICNWed. and the tltinl thins was that I wu

~

:
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A well worn leather jacket flung over a chair in
Baldwin's office telll vqJumes about the man he
has become and the Uie he Uvea.
A biker's patdl on the back raids "Riding for the
Son,, and • pin Oil the bi'Mit prodlima, "s.t.n
SuQs.,
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~
I Gallons of Purity Mille
I Cob 2 Utres
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'1f God would use me the wayhe'a Ull!d Briatt in
tbe laet four years that 1\le khowi1him, then I total·
ly want to be Used like dlat," CJarlce alkl.
Baldwin also worb wlthtwoOidillin~
cle ministries. Baldwin and Olher members of the
group trawl to rallies, includins Big Slurp in
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Filmmakers put movie on Internet University selects Boone,
BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

A group of Murray State filmmakers
is world famous because of the Internet.
Led by Justin Young and David
Rothwell, sophomores from Paducah,
TRProductions recently filmed and
uploaded a 13-and-one-half minute
film, " Highlander: Ascension." The
film follows the plot of the Highlander
TV series, where imm ortals live among
humans - only the immortal in their
film is a Murray State student.
The web site has received e-mails
from people across Europe wanting to
buy the film on video. A man from
England designed a poster for their
film.
'We've had people from Ohio and
Virginia who have seen it and contacted us," Young said. "They said they
wanted to be part of it and write scripts
until they can make the drive to Murray to help with filming."
Rothwell said he was surprised by
the amount of interest in their film.
"I thought once we put it up, we
would get something, but it's gone well

beyond what I expected," he said.
The film was released April 21 on
Young's web site,
www.sassykat.com/ trproductions/hi
ghlander/. The first two weeks of the
film's release, the site had more than
1,500 downloads.
"It was kind of shocking to us,"
Young said. "We expected 50 to 200
downloads. We thought 200 was being
incredibly optimistic."
Young calls his group's work a "fan
film," where fans of a particular genre
make their own film in homage to one
they like, like "Highlander." He said
fan films are becoming increasingly
popular on the Internet, and they will
sometimes lead to job offers. Young
said he did not make this film to get a
job.
"We did it for fun," Young said. "We
wanted to make our own movie and
this seemed like a really good way. We
knew we wanted to have special
effects, and " Highlander" gives us the
perfect opportunity.''
Rothwell does the special effects,
editing and sound work, and Young
writes and directs.
Rothwell s aid the technical parts of

Rivers, outstanding seniors

the film took him about a month to
complete.
"It was tedious work," Rothwell
said. "I had to make a lot of the effects
and then match them up with the video
and edit down all the footage."
Young said the entire project took a
month and a half, mainly because they
did not know what they were doing.
TRProductions is working on the
second film of the series, which should
be on the Internet around June 1.

BY PATRICK ABERNATHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sara Rivers of Mayfield and Michael
Boone of Paris, Tenn., were named
Murray State's 2000 Outstanding
Senior Woman and Man at Tuesday's
Senior Breakfast.
Rivers and Boone were selected by a
committee of faculty and staff from a
list of several students included in the
list of Who's Who Among American
Colleges and .Universities.
"These students are what we consider to be the cream of the crop of the
graduating class, so it's quite an honor
for them to be selected so that they rep·
resen t the finest of Murray State,"
Assistant to the Vice President of Student Affairs Mike Young said.
Both Rivers and Boone will give the
con-urencement address at graduation
May 13, which is a 21-year-old tradition. Rivers and Boone will receive a
plaque at Honors Day on May 12.

Ryan Brooks/ The Ne'NS

.

Michael Boone, Paris, Tenn., and
Sara Rivers, Mayfield, were named
Outstanding Senior Man and
Woman of 2000.
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Hart Honor Society recognizes Thompson by retiring jersey
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

The spirit of Scott Thompson was
remembered at the Hart College Honor
Society Awards Banquet on Wednesday.
Thompson died in a car accident in
January. The Hart Honor Society gave
out a memorial scholarship and retired
two jerseys in his honor. Thompson's
parents, Kathy and Allen, his brother
Derek and his grandmother, Mary
Hilda, were in attendance.
"We are so thrilled that Scott made
such a big impact on people," Kathy
Thompson said. "We are amazed that
he touched so many people in the short
time he was at school here."
The requirements for the Brian Scott

Thompson Memorial Scholarship are
the recipient must have at least a 3.2
grade-point average and be involved in
at least two extracurricular activities.
Lori Larriso, freshman from Paducah,
received the scholarship.
" I am very honored and hope to represent the things Scott stood for with his
involvement with the Hart Honor Society,'' she said.
Larriso also hopes to continue
Thompson's memory by following in
his footsteps.
"1 want to maintain the programs that
he helped organize and to start a few of
my own," she said.
Hart Honor Society President Jamie
Oxford said Thompson organized an
aluminum can drive that helped the
honor society raiSe $125 for Relay For
' Life and Hart Angels. The honor society

DCI INTERNET IS HERE!
-Lowest Internet Price Anywhere
·As Low As $12.50 Par Month
·V.90 and ISDN
-:No Busy Signals
·NO SETUP FEES

D

can ship your packages
horne by UPS, Fedex, USPS
Give us a call @ 753-8400.
Mur r ay Ky 4207 I

The Test You Were NOT#
Prepared For...
@

!

The Pregnancy Test.
We want to help you with ...
• Free pregnancy tests
• Emotional support for
you and your partner
• Facts about all
choices
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I
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Does school have
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UPS

• Information on sexually
transmitted diseases
• Spiritual counseling
• Counsel after
abortion

1506 Chestnut St.--2 doors down from Boulders Cafe
visit: WWW.LHOUSE.ORG

with the team and always gave 110 per·
cent."
Scott's brother, Derek, will attend
Murray State next semester. Honor society members who live on the third floor
walked up and welcomed him by shaking his hand.
"I had no idea what was going to happen when those guys walked up," he
said. " I thought that they would sing a
jingle to me or something."
Thompson's family said they were
pleasantly su rprised by the attendance
at the banquet. They said they did not
realize Scott had a big impact on the
people who knew him. ·
Said Hart College Faculty Head
Corky Broughton: "I think his memory
and aJl he stood for will be Jcept inside
those at Hart.n

1
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Thompson's parents. Thompson's
favorite baseball player was Mark MeGwire, and number 25 is his number. A
second with Thompson's number 11
was given to Hart College to hang in its
lobby.
Rowland was also a friend of Thompson.
" Everything about him was great," he
said. "He was a great athlete, he was a
great student and he was a great Christian. He showed me the love of God and
I'm thankful to him for that."
Kathy Thompson said her son loved
to play sports and was on Hart's intramu ral softball team.
"Baseball was his life," she said. " He
didn't try out for the team when he
came to Murray because he wanted to
concentra te o n his studies. He aiiO
played softball. He was so involved

Value
Meal

Call Now 800.562.4959

S .

adopted two children and gave them
presents for Christmas through the Hart
Angels program.
"His biggest thing was the aluminum
cans," Jamie Goatley, Thompson's girlfriend, said. "He would go out every
week and get the cans. Sometimes the
janitors would be mad at him because
they took up so much room. He would
then take the cans down into Tennessee
to get them recycled."
Thompson's grandmother, Mary
Hilda, said she did not realize how
involved Thompson was.
"He really amazed me," she said. "He
did all these activities and didn't go
home and brag about them."
Hart College Athletics Director
Richard Rowland retired two framed
jerseys iA Thompson's honor. One jersey with the number 25 was given to

'fAlls pet, prCIMt ~ fWuc ad .,..,.,.,., fJll qwstloM

1 OCYo off for MSU students

KENTUCKY NATIONAL GUARD

with this coupon

J
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Lady Racer golf loses OVC title for
BY JOE DAN DACUS
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

For the first time in four years,
the OVC Women's Golf Championship did not go home with the
Lady Racers.
The women's golf team ended
the season with a second place
finish in the OVC Tournament,
scoring a th!ee-day total of 973.
OVC Champion Tennessee
Tech shot ahead of the field on
the first day and never looked

back.
Tech ended the tournament
with a total score of 946. Tech's
Kim Spanglor won the individual title while three of her teammates finished in the top 10.
"It's disappointing," Jenny
Oaag, senior from Linkoping,
Sweden, said. "We aU played
hard and did our best."
The Lady Racers were led by
Jessica Widman, senior from
Mansfield, Texas, who shot a
three-:day total of 239, tying her ..

for fourth with teammate Oaag.
Megan Rees, sophomore from
Hertfordshire, England, finished
11th with a score of 245.
Stephanie Baskey and Tina
Marshall also competed for
MSU.
"I didn't reach my goa), but I
did my best," Widman said. "We
didn't play to our full potential,
but we have nothing to be
ashamed of."
Tennessee Tech took the lead
after the first round by firing a

team total of 313, 13 s trokes
ahead of MSU and Eastern Kentucky.
On day two, Tech s lowed a little, but did not stall as it held
onto the lead with a score of 637.
EKU finished the second day by
shooting past MSU and resting
just 12 behind Tech.
"We were putting too much
pressure on ourselves to win,"
Oaag said. "We relaxed on the
th ird day and played a lot better."

13

time in four years

On the final day of play, disas- Racers as they are graduating.
ter befell EKU, w h ile Tech,
" I will miss competing, but not
Austin Peay and MSU shot their practicing," Oaag said ~ith a
laugh. "I couldn't have asked for
best rounds of the tournament.
APSU fired a 311, making its a better group or coach to play
total score 973 and tying for sec- ·with."
Widman echoed these sentiond. MSU fired a 318, but could
not escape the resurgent APSU ments.
" I'm proud of my career here
and ended up tied for second
at MSU," Widman said. "It
with a score of 973.
Tech topped its championship wouldn't have been as good
without the support of the other
run by firing a 309.
This was Widman and Daag's players and Coach (Velvet) Milklast tournament for the Lady man."

'Breds sit in fourth place, prepare for OVC tourney
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

A_ustin Peay Saturday at 2 p.m. and a single game
against APSU Sunday at 2 p.m.
The 'Breds will face Morehead State in a weekend
The Murray State Thoroughbreds, after winning series the following week with a doUbleheader May
two of three crucial O hio Valley Conference games 14 at 2 p.m. and a single game May 15 at 2 p .m.
against Southeast Missouri State this weekend, sit in
Thieke said Austin Peay and Morehead present
fourth p lace in the OVC standings going into the last two different challenges.
two weeks of the regular season.
"The first thing we're going to have to do is match
The 'Breds had two non-conference games Tues- the intensity of Austin Peay in that series," he said.
day and Wednesday against Arkansas State and "They're always a very intense, emotional club. We
Evansville before going back into OVC competition also net.>d to be able to control the tempo and
this weekend.
momentum of the game. We did a great job of conErrors were a major factor in Tuesday's game at trolling the tempo at SEMO and the same thing will
Reagan Field, as the 'Breds committed five errors in have to happen for us at Austin Peay.
Arkansas State's 7-1 victory.
"Morehead, on the other hand, will come into that
"It comes down with us to if we don't take care of series more relaxed because they won't have as
the baseball, we won't win," 'Breds Head Coach much pressure on them," he said. "We have to use
Mike Thieke said. "I don't think we've had a game the pressure to our advantage to take control of the
this year w here we had more than three errors and intensity of the game to focus really well on the
still won."
game."
Evansville, currently ranked No. 39 in the nation,
Justin Varitek, senior catcher from Longwood,
got revenge for an April 4 13-10 Joss to the 'Breds Fla., said the youth of the 'Breds is no longer a facwith an 11-4 victory Wednesday. The Purple Aces tor.
scored the first six runs unanswered and held off a
"The youth really isn't a factor anymore because
sixth inning rally by the 'Breds to retain the victory. we've played over 40 games, so everyone's got their
Murray State currently has an OVC record of 10-7, shoes wet by now," Varitek said. "We got two big
w hich puts it in fourth p lace, 4.5 games behind wins last weekend and we just have to keep rolling
league-leading Eastern Kentucky. Southeast Mis- in the conference and build confidence in the team."
souri State and Middle Tennessee State are currentVaritek said the 'Breds can match up with anyone
ly tied for second place with 13-4 conference in the tournament if they get there.
"We can beat anybody's No. 1 pitcher," he said.
records, while Eastern ntinois sits in fifth place with
a 10-10 conference record and Austin Peay is in sixth "We' ve done it several times this season. Our No. 1
place with an 8-10 conference record. Only the top • pitche~ can also match up with anrt?9dy el~'s No. 1 ,
six teams in the OVC are invited to the conference pitcher so the tournament is really up for grabs."
The OVC Tournament takes place May 18 to 20 at
tournament.
Murray State has only two weekend OVC series the home field of the highest seed with a lighted
left this season. The 'Breds play a doublehe~der at field .
SPORTS

Jeremy R. Edward'I/The News

Justin Varitek, senior from Longwood, Fla., hits a double down the left field line during the ' Breds
7-1 loss to Arkansas State Tuesday afternoon at Reagan Field. The ' Breds are currently in fourth
place in the Ohio Valley Conference standings. Only the top six teams advance to the tournament.

Eonoa

Spencer officially announces return to Racers for next year
STAFF REPORT

Three-time all-Ohio Valley Conference player
Isaac Spencer officially announced Friday he will
forgo any opportunities to play professionally and
will return to the Murray State Racers for the 200001 season.
Spencer, a 6-foot-6-inch, 225-pound senior forward from Montgomery, Ala., regained the year of
eligibility he lost because of a change in the NCAA's
Proposition 48 guidelines.
The NCAA recently ruled Prop 48 student athletes
diagnosed with a learning disability who have at
least 75 percent of the course work toward their
degree completed may regain the year of eligibility
lost.
'1' m very excited for the opportunity to play
another season at Murray State as well as pursue
my degree," Spencer, an organizational communications major, said. "I'm on track to graduate next
spring and that was one of my goals when l chose to
come to Murray State."
¥urray State Athletics Director E.W. Dennison
said graduating student-athletes is a top priority at
the University.
"I'm happy that Isaac will get a chance to finish up
his degree· next year, rather than fit graduation

around his professional basketball career," Dennison said.
Christian Pope, assistant athletic director for
NCAA compliance, is in charge of athletes' eligibility at Murray State.
"Though he qualifies for a fourth year of competition, he still must meet the .academic standards of
any rising senior," Pope said. ''I'm confident Isaac
will meet those standards prior to next season."
Spencer was diagnosed with a learning disability
by Cindy Clemson, MSU's coordinator of Services
for Students with Learning Disabilities.
''I'm excited that Isaac is saying publicly that, 'I
have a learning disability,' " Oemson said. "Recent
research shows that about 15 to 20 percent of the U.S.
population has a learning disability and warrant a
service. After receiving help, I know Isaac feels
much more comfortable in the classroom and when
taking tests."
Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson said
Spencer's experience and leadersl}ip will be valuable
on a team which will feature nine players who have
yet to compete on the Division I level.
"Obviously, we're thrilled to get Isaac back next
season," Anderson said. "Not only is lsailc a talented basketball player, he's a tremendous young man
with an abundance of leadership skills. It's any

l•aac Spencer
Murray State
Year
1997-98
1998-99
1999-00
TOTALS

FG-A
171·270
204-387
240.432
615-1,089

Pet.
.633
.527
.556
.564

6'-6"

Senior

Forward

3G·3GA Pet.
Q-1
.000
10.26 .385
20-49
.408
.394
30-76

FT-FTA

115-181
109·154
138-205
362-540

Pet. BIK Asst
.635 50
69
.708 31
82
.673 26
94
.760 107 245

1999-i!OOO
- First Tea m AII-OVC
- OVC All-Tournament
· All-To uma ment, Hoop & Quill Classic
1998-1999
- First Team AII-OVC
- OVC All-Tournament
-Sonne r Classic All-Tournament Team

coach's dream to be able to coach a young man like
lc;aac Spencer and I'm happy to be getting one more
year with him.
"Isaac will be one of the top players in college basketball next season and I know he has aspirations of
playing professionally," he said. "This will only help
him."
Spencer averaged 19.9 points per game last sea-

Montgomery,

Ala.

Stl Reb/Avg PtsJAvg.
27 27518.3 457/13.8
36 23417.1 52717.1
30 261/8.2
638/19.9
93 1,045/10.6 1,622/16.5

Career &ame High•
Points................... 35
Rebounds............ 17
3-Polnters.............. 2
Minutes................ 45
Field Goals .......... 13
Robert Pieron i/The News

son, second on the team. His 8.2 rebounds per game
and 55.6 field goal percentage were both team highs.
Spencer is currently ninth on Murray State's alltime scoring list with 1,622 career points, and fourth
all-time in career rebounds with 1,045. He also owns
the school's single-season field goal percentage
mark, shooting 63.3 percent from the field as a
sophomore in the 1997-98 season.

Nq definite pick for winner of this year's Kentucky Derby
KentuckY Derby field In post position order
Program
Numb8r

Horse
Globalize
Anees
Aptitude
Wheelaway
Hal's Hope
Trippi

50-1

Deputy Wartoct<

30-1

Captain Steve
War Chant
Mote Than Ready
The Oeputy
China Visit

8-1
6-1
10-1
4-1
50-1
5-1

Commendable
Graeme Hall

1x
2b
16

Moming

line Odds

Impeachment
Fusalchi Pegasus
Ex~ Aate
High Y'refd
Cl.m!le
Ronton

20-1
20-1
30-1
20-1
5-1

20-1
5-1
9-6

30-1
&-1
SO!1
30-1

Robert PietonV'I'he HlwS

Who is going to win the Kentucky Derby?
Everybody has been asking me the same
question.
Here's my answer: J have no idea ... but I
do have a few educated guesses.
Most of the media hubbub focuses on this
year's morning line favorite, the unpronounceable Fusaichi Pegasus.
This is no super horse, though. Fans touted
Arazi in 1992 and Holy Bull in 1994, both of
whom finished in the double digits.
Fusa}chi Pegasus blew away RL>d Bullet in
the Wood Memorial his last time out of the
starting gate. Red Bullet was not con.o:;idered
good enough to make the Derby field, how·
ever.
Some people have concerns about this
horse's antics in more recent weeks. Last
week he threw his exercise rider, tipped over
backward and rolled around a little. The
media is blowing the whole thing out of proportion, however.
I'm leery of betting favorites· in the Derby

anyway. No favorite has won the race since
Spectacular Bid in 1979.
Besides, appealing alternatives are abundant.
The Churchill Downs oddsmaker's second
choice is The Deputy. He is also the choice of
those w ho believe the old adage "Good
things come in small packages." Unlike
Fusaichi Pegasus, who towers over much of
the field, The Deputy is compact, but his
stride eats up the ground.
The Deputy is also the only horse who has
already faced a 20-plus horse field.
Neither of these horses is my pick, however. I like the th ird betting choice, High Yield.
High Yield held off top quality contenders
in the Bluegrass Stakes. He has the most radcing experience of any contender and shows
consistency. His only bad race came at
Churchill Downs last year, but he had inter~
ference in that race and has not shown any
signs in this week's workouts of not liking
the track.

Only about a half dozen more of the 20
entrants have a legitimate shot at winning the
Run for the Roses.
• Aptitude is a fast closer who finished third
in the Wood Memorial.
• Captain Steve has had a string of finishing
in the money recently, 'despite no wins this
spring
• Hal's Hope is the Cinderella story of this
year's Derby, with his 88-year-old trainer
Harold Rose.
• More Than Ready had a great last race, but
might have trouble with the Derby distance
of 1 1/4 miles.
• War Chant has got the breeding, but often
seems distracted while racing.
• Wheelaway hclS a huge stride and is by
1990 Derby-winner Unbridled, but ha!> had
trouble getting over the Churchill Downs
surface as r~tly as last week.

Shelley Street is a copy editor for "The Murray
St11te News."
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nny Daag,
essica Widman
Jenny Daag and
sica Widman
in this week's
·
cer SportLight.
Daag, senior
Tegano said the findings have been more information, phone the Murray
two RBI's. Pitcher Chris Gray, senior
Reese named one of USBL's
.eom Linkoping,
from Okawville, lll., went the distance, blown out of proportion and University State Athletics Department.
Sweden, was
top rookies of the week
striking out seven and giving up four faculty members should get back to
' ~iven All-OVC
Former Murray State basketball player hits.
doing their jobs instead of poking Men's crew grabs second
t\onors for her
Aubrey Reese earned an honorable menaround to try to find a scandal where
• ~ird straight
tion for his performance last week in the
.. ~ear. She has led
UT professor publicly fuels fire there is none. Tegano said she is also In West VIrginia Governor's Cup
league.
United
States
Basketball
The men's crew team was back in
prepared to defend the grade changes.
' he Lady Racers
over
possible
grade
tampering
Reese,
a
six-foot
point
guard
for
the
action
last weekend in West Virginia's
olf team to sevNew
Jersey
Shorecats,
averaged
16.3
Carmen
Tegano,
head
of
academic
Governor's Cup. 1be team's varsity eight
eral victories this
'Breds sip Henderson native
points and 3.7 rebounds in his first three counseling for athletes at the University
placed second behind Cincinnati's light
ear.
professional games.
of Tennessee, responded to allegations for 2001 baseball season
boat with a time of 5:54.3.
Daag tied with
Murray State has signed middle
His best performance came last Sun- of grade tampering and academic misCincinnati's A and B boats finished
teammate Jessica
infielder
Todd Satterfield from Hender- third and fourth. West Virginia finished
day when he scored a team-high 19 conduct by athletes made by UT English
~idman
for
I
son. Satterfield is currently a standout fifth with a time of 6:15.2 and Xavier
fourth place indi- points and grabbed six rebounds against professor Linda Besel-Meyers.
the Pennsylvania ValleyDawgs.
Meyers aUeges an alarming number player at John A. Logan College in rounded out the field at sixth with a time
vidually at the
of 6:20.5.
Reese averaged 20.4 points a game and of athlete's grades were changed in Carterville, Ill.
OVCTournaMSU Coach Mike Thieke said Satterwon OVC Player of the Year last season. order to allow them to play for the UniThe Governor's Cup is a 2000-meter
Widman, senior He led the conference in scoring and versity of Tennessee. She also alleges field was a consistent infielder who race hosted every year by the University
accuracy. Reese was drafted 70 in the athletes had tutors write papers for would help soften the blow of losing of West Virginia.
from Mansfield,
three senior infielders after this season.
USBL draft.
them.
, ITexas, led the
Thieke also went on to say Satterfield MSU equestrian team qualifies
This development arose after several
dy Racer golf
will
probably stay at the middle infield
University professors flagged papers
• earn in the OVC
'Breds take two out of
when
playing for the 'Breds next sea- three for I.H.S.A. Finals
they believe were not written by the athoumament. She
three
games
from
SEMO
Melissa Forman, sophomore from
son.
letes in their classes.
finished the tourFrankfort, Megan Kaelin, sophomore
The MSU Thoroughbreds won two
Among her findings, Meyers showed
' ney tied for
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fourth in individ- out of three games against Southeast several athletes had failed classes like Fans can hear 'Breds games
from Williamsville, N.Y., all qualified for
Missouri
State,
the
number
one
team
in
jogging, bowling and even a walking
al competition.
the I.H.S.A. National Finals at the Georthe Ohio Valley Conference, last week- class and that some of the seniors on the via computer from website
Widman also
Fans unable to attend 'Breds baseball gia International Horse Park in Conyers,
football team had not even been accept·
, ecieved All-OVC end.
games will now be able to tune in via Ga.
Chris
Johnson,
senior
from
Metropoonors for the
ed into a formal program of study.
computer to hear the games over the
The Finals will start May 12 and run
lis, Ill. and Ronnie Seets, freshman from
third
All athletes in question are members Internet radio station WNBS (1340 AM) through May 14. This is considered a top
Harrisburg,
Ill.,
led
the
'Breds
with
consecutive year.
of the football team with the exception
strong hitting. Johnson had a home run, of two basketball players. Because of Fans wiJ be able to access the site by • honor in the sport because an athlete is
going to www.murraystate.edu/sports req~ to place first in his or her zone to
•
two base hits and one RBI.
confidentiality rules regarding stu- and clicking on the "Live Audio" icon.
Fastfact
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It's Time For A Change!
Prior Asst. Commonwealth Attorney
Prior Asst. County Attorney
Private practice for 5 years
Professionalism in office
Protect YOUR rights, not the criminal

I would appreciate your vote on May 231

!lJ[I/r-e_; !l!a-01/J'e_;r-in&'
Jo-r- vffo-01/. · · AVE DA"
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GMAC

Oldemeblle.
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• Available only to eligible college graduates who are residents of AR, U\, OK, TX and select counties in Al, CO, lA, IL,
KS, KY, MO, MS, NE, NM, SO and TN. You must be within 6 months of graduation or have graduated within the past 2
years from a two-year or four-year college. CertifiCate program students are not eligible. You must take retail delivery from
participating dealer stock between :Wl/00 and 6/3()/(JJ. May not be combined with other targeted offers. "GMAC" is a
registered service mark of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation.

.9/'k ·& sulLiab 0~/ cfot7/
1311 Johnson Blvd. • 767-0760

• Massage Therapy • Facials
• Paraffin Therapy • Aromatherapy
• Sugaring • Manicure/Pedicure
• Pierre Et Fleur - Hot Stone Massage

I

.

"

Take a Test Drive and Get a $50 ~
.~... Certificate- at these Participating Dealers!
~"'~

Shop on-line for clothing, books and more at over 70 e-tailers.

••Offer aood while supplies lat only .t l*ticiDitilll dellers. Avelleblt only to ntSidents of AK, LA, 01(, TX end 111tct counties in
AL. CO, lA, IL, KS, KY, MO NEl NM. SO end TN. 01fw is open to students .t IMSt 18 yurt of ... wit1't 1 Vllld drMnlllcenlt, •mell lddresa
lnd student 10 Of d plomltlnct 5198. Visit .llflliJ'Id.comlscr IOf complett GM Till Driw c.tlfiaW Pl'lllfllll Nits.

MURRAY. KY

MAYFIELD. KY

BENTON.KY

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
(270) 753-2617

Parsons Motor Co.
(270) 247-4111

Country Chevrolet
(270) 527-8671
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Jones defeats leukemia; thankful for chance to play
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EOITOR

For a typical freshman, September usually means adjusting to the
first year of coUege.
For Harris Jones, freshman
from Milan, Tenn., September
brought news that nearly killed
him.
On Sept. 3, 1998, Jones was
diagnosed with acute myeloid
leukemia, a rare form of the disease found in only about 250 out
of every 3,000 leukemia cases.
"I was diagnosed with mono at
the end of my senior year during
baseball season when I first
noticed symptoms," Jones said. ''I
didn't get any better over the
sununer and in the fall, 1had to go
to Memphis to find out what was
wrong because nobody here
knew.
"I thought the trip to Memphis
was just going to be couple of
days, but it turned out to be eight
months and seven rounds of
chemotherapy," he said.
As Jones' condition became
worse, his doctors decided he
needed an emergency bone marrow transplant.
Jones is an only child, however,
and was looking at being put into

Ryan Brooks/The News

Harris Jones, freshman from Milan, Tenn., warms up before the
spr ing football scrimmage April 15. Jones went through seven
rounds of chemotherapy to combat his leukemia.
the pool of applicants for a transplant because a sibling is the easiest source for a bone mamow
transplant.
His condition was so severe
though, it prompted his doctors
decide to use an experimental
procedure to attempt to save his
life.
"When I asked what my

chances were of living, they said
10 percent," he said. ''The doctor
looked at me like I was crazy
when I told him 'at least that's better than nine percent.' I always try
to look at the positive side."
Jones was bedridden for more
than four months and had to be
put into an isolation room where
his parents could only visit for 20

minu tes a day.
He also had to rebuild his body,
since he did not eat for more than
four months (he was fed through
a feeding tube) d uring his treatment. His weight went from 218
pounds to 138.
Jones was recruited by former
M urray State Head Football
Coach Denver Johnson after he
led the Milan High School football
team to the TeMessee AA state
championship in 1997 and was
one of six nationaUy-selected
players for the Wendy's High
School Heisman Trophy.
When talk of a new coach surfaced after Johnson left in January, Jones was worried about how
the change would affect his position on the team.
"I was worried at first about
how the new coach would understand what I've been through and
how m uch I had to regain in
terms of strength and on-field .
experience," he said. "but Pannunzio has been very understanding and is an awesome guy."
Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said Jones is a great p layer to
work with.
"He's a great kid," Pannunzio
said. "He's had a good spring
practice and overcoming his sick-

ness has given him a great source
of accomplishment. A lot of times
p layers get down emotionally and
tired physically. Then you look at
what Harris has been through
and you can't feel sorry about
what you're going through
because you know he's gone
through worse."
The p layer Jones is competing
with for the starting quarterback
position next season is Stewart
Childress, freshman from Princeton. The intriguing factor of this
competition is the dose friendship
of the two players.
"Stewart is a great guy," Jones
said. "We work weU together. I'm
behind him 100 percent. It's his
job to take until I'm back to 100
percent."
Childress also holds Jones in
high esteem.
"'I'm very proud of him and I
respect what he's been through a
lot," Childress said. "We make
each other better and help each
other out. There are no bad vibes
between us. Right now, he really
cart.'S about just being out there on
the p ractice field."
jones now dedicates much of
his spare time to St. Jude's Children's Hospital, including speaking at the Up Til Dawn event

April 7and 8 at the Regional Special Events Center.
"I told them my story and just
how grateful I am for every blessing, every breath I take and every
step I take," Jones said .
Even though the leukemia
appears to be in remission, Jones
must get a platelet count, the part
of the blood that clotS, of his
bloodstream every 10 days so any
relapse in his condition can be
detected early.
jones is currently a business
administration major, but says
there is always a possibility he
may switch his major. He is considering attending law school
after he graduates, but footbaU is
currently what is on his mind.
"Right now, 1feel blessed to be
able to go out on that field," he
said. "1 cried when I put on my
helmet for the first spring practice
because I though 1 would never
get this chance again.
"The No. 1 thing I could tell
anyone is to keep the faith and
prayer, because without that, you
nothing anyway," he said.
"When I wake up every morning,
it's like a breath of fresh air. No
matter how my life or classes, or
football is going, I want to live life
to its fullest."
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Track prepares for OVC Championships
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAff WRlfER

Jeremy R. Edwards/The News

Kevin Smudrick, junior from Centralia, Ill., executes a long jump during
trac.k practice 1\Jesday afternoon at Roy Stewart Stadium.

..

Murray State's track and field teams
will travel to Middle Tennessee State
University this weekend to compete in
the Ohio Valley Conference Outdoor
Championships in Murfreesboro.
The women will be without one of
their leaders, Lindsay Newlin, sophomore from Georgetown, Ill. Newlin has
a stress fracture in her foot and will not
compete at MTSU this weekend.
" If I am there it will be just to watch,"
Newlin said. "I think we have a good
chance to place high and I want to wish
my teammates good luck."

Leading the men will be David Bowersox, sophomore from Owensboro.
"Practices have been going well, and
the team is ready for competition this
weekend," Bowersox said.
Bowersox will compete in the javelin
and pole vault at the outdoor championships.
"I've only been doing javelin for a
month or so," Bowersox said. "I've been
pole vaulting for six years. It's my
favorite event by far."
This will be the last event of the year
other than the NCAA Championships,
w hich will be held in Durham, N.C.
from May 31 to June 3.
In order to go to the NCAA C hampi-

onships, athletes must qualify individually.
"There is a set of s tandards su ch as
heights and/or times the NCAA goes
by," Bowersox said. "If at any time
during the season an athlete reaches
one of these standards they are eligible
to compete in the NCAA ch ampionships."
This weekend at the OVC C hampionships, h owever, both individ ual and
team goals are what everyone is s triv·
ing fo r.
"We have a real good chance of scor·
ing high and d oing well as a team ,"
Bowersox said. "We are hoping to kick
some b utts."

• TranServe Automatic:
Transmission ServiCe
• Flush & Fill Machine
• Complete Fluid Change
• CooUng System ServiCe
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Take this Test, Receive a
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ISN'T LEARNING
FUN?
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Paging Special
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COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.
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n
May 11 • This Soul House
· May t~ • UninVIted Guest (Bluegrass B

May 18 • Soul Belly

No Minors on Band Nights

1 3 Mllec south of Murray
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Michael Hayden
Newest Sales Person at
Country Chevrolet
Michael Hayden, a
member of the 2000 graduating class from Murray
State University, has
joined County Chevrolet
as its newest Sales Person.
Michael will receive a
bachelor of science in
agriculture. He is an
alumni of the Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity.
Michael is from
Graves County and is an
avid outdoorsman. He has
been married to Natalie,
his wife, since July of

1999.
He would like to invite
his fellow class members,
fraternity brothers and all
hunting and fishing people to stop by and visit
him.
General Motors is
offering a special program
for college grads that
includes a $600 rebate.
Michael has arranged to
be the contact person for
this special program. Call
Michael for the details.

2000 eaonr~ 22• Coupe.
• Some optiondl eqUipmentlhtMn.

1 ,500 Manufacturer's Cash Rebate*
+$600 College Grad**
$2,1 00 CASH BACK
In college or ab<:'.'t to graduate? Simply show your college 10 or recent diploma
to test drive any new Chevy car or truck and receive a $50 dough NET certificate
good toward thousands of. cool things at doughNET.com. Shop for clothing, CO's,
books and much more, at over 70 e-tailers!

Find out more at
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May 8-12
Monday -Thursday 8 a.01. - 7:30 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. - 6 p.01.
Bring t:hetn Hackl
Whet:her used on t:his carnpu!i or not:.
We buy all t:it:le!i having re!iale market: value.

-

Co01e Share In Our

''POT OF GOLD''
·S ell us your books and your payback will
include a Sacagawea Golden Dollar ·
(while supplies last)

PRE-PACKAGED
TEXTBOOK SERVICE
Your Prepackage Order Automatically
"REGISTERS YOU TO WIN"
Your Pre-package!
The Student whose name is drawn on
Thesday, August 1 will receive their
. Prepackage order FREE.
www.murraystate.edu

~----------------,
5%
-#..-,-~_::>%5% I
University Store
I
I
Bring This Coupon To
I
The University Bookstore
I
For a 5°/o DISCOUNT on
I
Your FAll 2000
I
PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOKS
I
I ,
To be eligible for the 5% textbook discount we must receive you r
Prepackage Textbook order form and a copy of your Fall 2000 class
I
schedule, along with this original coupon on or before Friday, May
12. Your Prepackaged Textbook orders will be r eady fo r pickup on
I
Wednesday, Aug. 6.
I

~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAYS
20°/o off MSU Imprinted Apparel and other Selected Merchandise
Including Clearance Sportswear

May 4-7
Universit:y Bookst:ore • i!"d Floor • Curris Cent:er
76i!-4388 or 1-800-749-8580

(

I

...

i
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CONCERNS:
MSU counsel said
studies show plant is
free from violation
From Page 1
help them to dose the facility," he
::;aid. "That was the nature of the
request the Sullivans made to you last
November."
Graddy cited a study, compiled by
professors at Cornell University, that
stated odors that came from similar
plants have caused health problems.
"A variety of symptoms, ranging
from red and irritated eyes, runny
nose and nausea were reported to be
attributed to dust-borne bacteria and
fungal spores, with cndotoxins and

POOLS:
SGA rescinds
support for pools
From Page 1
to our constituents, but we approved
it," he said. "I trusted the senate, and
we realized there were students who
were against the pools so we rescinded
our support."
SCA President Michael Thome said
the pool would be great for fun and
entertainment, but he said the students

organisms present," Graddy said.
John RaJl, general counsel for the
University, said the p lant has been
investigated many times within the
last year with no violations found.
"It's clear the p laintiffs want the
plant dosed," he said. "The question
is, What's the standard that we need
to be concerned with? In one year that
this plant has been in process, the
state environmental authorities have
investigated this plant 11 times."
Rall said the University is being
requested to close the plant although
no violations have been found,
despite repeated investigations.
"Murray State has operated this
facility in a full and open manner
from the beginning," Rail said. "No
violations have been found, no corrective actions have been recommended.
We believe it is operating properly."

he spoke with had greater concerns on
their mind.
"The majority of students here,
regardless of what people think, are
here to learn and get a quality education," Thome said. "They thought the
money would be better used on technology that would prepare them better
for the job market when they leave
here.''
Thome said if the University is willing to spend $175,000 on a pool, it
should want to spend the money to
help students' education. Some ideas he
mentioned for the money would be for
free Internet access or cable.

DINH: Martial artist will run in Relay for Life
From Page 1
that the community embraced us."
Dinh is now running to support the
philanthropic efforts of the community
that embraced him and his family.
Dinh will start his journey at Carr
Health Building at 8 a.m. today and will
continue to run up U.S. Hwy. 641 north
for 25 hours for Relay for Life.
"It is to celebrate the 25th anniversary
for freedom, and freedom from cancer,"
Dinh said.
tAnh said he came up with this idea
last September when he graduated

from Anthony Robbins' Master of University. While there, Dinh met a man
named Stu who had run 1,000 miles in
11 days in honor of his best friend who
was tragically killed in a car accident.
Dinh said he thought Relay for Life
would be the perfect opportunity for
him to do this.
"Running for awareness gave me the
opportunity to stay active," Dinh said.
Dinh said his greatest challenge will
be from 9 p.m. until the morning when
his body will be growing weary.
Said Dinh: "I realize that when you
run for a cause you go to extremes."
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Laura Deaton/
The News

President BUI
Clinton and
Education
Secretary
Dick Riley
climb out of
helicopter
Marine One
at Audubon
Elementary
School In
O wensboro.
I

CLINTON:
President speaks about
education during visit
From Pap 1
Patton of a commitment he made in his
first inaugural address in 1996.
Expressing the importance of learning.
Patton said, "Building the intellectual
capital of Kentucky through education
would become my highest priority."
Audubon has been a particularly
successful story. Six years ago the
sc!lool ranked near the bottom in the
state on performance evaluations, in
the 12th percentile in writing, fifth percentile in reading and Last percentile in
science. The school has improved to
the 57th percentile in writing, 70th percentile in reading and 64th percentile
in science.
The president read "Charlotte's
Web" to Crystal Davidson's class of
third and fou rth graders before
addressing the rest of the students and
the community. Davidson is one of the
"100,000 new teachers" the president
called for in his 1998 State of the Union
address.
The message of the trip is a state can
identify and improve poor schools
through accountability and higher
standards, parental involvement and
providing the resources that allow the
students and teachers to meet those
standards.

Brian Driscoll

"I want people all across this country have the president in the county and is
to know that there are places w here pleased with the reforms made under
people, against consider able odds, are Patton.
bringing educational excellence to all
"The education reform in Kentucky
our children," Clinton said. "I believe has been a positive," Crowe said.
that intelligence is equally distributed "Though the change was bumpy, we
throughout the human race, and I now have a new level of excellence."
think educational o pportunity o ught to
"The event itself brings a lot of honor
be also equally d istributed."
and recognition to our school system,"
Another characteristic of Audubon Mike Clark, Burns Middle School printhat makes its story intriguing is two- cipal, said. "This school is on the cutthirds of the students qualify for the ting edge of resources and application
of instructional practices." •
free or reduced lunch program.
"Don't tell me all children can't
ln addition to praising the state for
learn," Clinton said. "They can learn, if the progress, the president also
they have the opportunity, and the sys- reminded the community how much
tem and the support. Income is no t des- he has done while in office to expand
tiny. You have proved that all children financial aid for college students.
can learn, and you have also proved
"We have opened the doors of colthat public schools can succeed."
lege to every American family," ClinClinton then called all states to ton said.
implement the same techniques used
After the speech, the president took a
in Kentucky. He cited the current eco- motorcade through O,.,·cnsboro to eat
nomic boom and social indicators, stat- lunch at the Moonlite Bar-B-Q Inn.
ing there is not going to be a better time Kenny Bosley, Daviess County Democthan now.
ratic Party Chairman and Moonlite
Rep. Brian Crall, R - Owensboro, is owner, said the president worked the
not quite convinced the advances are a crowd of nearly 400 residents waiting
result of KERA. Crall does not entirely for a glimpse of the chief executive.
agree with the methods of KERA but
Apparently word had gotten out of
feels the added attention to education the president's plans for lunch. He did
has improved the quality.
not even eat his meal, taking the time
"A focus on anything is a sure p re- instead to talk to every person who
dictor of the outcome," Crall said. "It is wished to see him.
truly affirming to the school system in
The Owensboro stop was the first of
Daviess County to have the President four for the president. He continued to
here."
Davenport, Iowa on Wednesday and
E.mma C rowe, Philpot Elementary w ill visit St. PauL Minn. a nd ColumSchool principal, was very excited to b us, Ohio on Thursday.

irl of AOII
(Positive Role Model)

169 Jerome St.
Fancy Fann, KY 42039
If you are moving to a new
location and need
professional reliable
movers call ...

270-623-6092
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Kacey Buchanon

Bobby McCarter
(Outstanding job in Office)

FREE ESTIMATES

Dannielle Glove

voicemail 270.2 10·6987

(High Acedemic Achievement)

The sisters of LLL
t he following busi
donations to our

Cynthia Glass

Outstanding Freshman

uld like to thank
es for their
thropy event:

Outstanding Sophomore

Whitney Coleman

Oustandlng junior

Papa John's

j essica Cher

Outstanding Senior

KFC

Corvette
Lanes
Cheri

Natalie Pee

Ontstandin~_

Achievements, AUll!!!
Student lm.assador

Ne on
Pie r One
Attitudes

We would like to contratulate the
followlnt sisters for their
accomplishments:
Lori Dial, re-elected starr rep
for the Board of Retents

Christy Clouse • Presiient
Cratkia &lass
A•~er Henderson
lauren Johnston
Bethany Chadwell
Jessica Cherry
Ashley Olson
Renea Renfroe
Stephaaie Blackley

Fall "On

Cynthia Gla.ss
Lindsey Chamberlain - SGA Sen. at Large
As~ley Olse1
Hilary Martin - College of Business & Public Affairs
Stephaale Minix
Lori B(own - College of Education
Meridit~ Yenderford
Kelly Pippy Connor - College of Educotion
Elly Wells

Christy Clouse - SGA Judicial Boord
Julie Jones - CAB Lecture Chair
Stephanie Minix - CAB Publicity Chair

lllia lram,t

Whitney Cole11a1
Jalie Janes
Emily MUter
Lori Brown

April Putnam, Assistant PR
Oirettor for Up ·Til Dawn

Ama nda Peek

SGA/CAB

Hlgest Active, llew Member,
and Overall GPA
Ordtr of Omega
Stephanie Judy

Greek Award of Excellence

Elly Wells

Lori and Miss Jan
for a treat year!

I
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